FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER $49*

LOW PRICES EVERYDAY

Salomon

Agile 6 Set
From $126.90
Available colours:
Black

Details

Specifications

When you've got a longer run, ride or hike on the cards, the
Agile 6 from Salomon is just what you need to carry water
and other essentials. This set will fit your basic essentials,
water, an extra layer of clothing and a light rain jacket making
it ideal for mid-distance trips. This pack is made from 3D
mesh for breathability and ripstop 500mm waterproof nylon
for lightweight durability. The harness wraps around your
body to distribute the load comfortably, the perforated EVA
shoulder straps ensure carrying comfort, and the strap
system links the straps to the hip belt and pack for an optimal
fit. In terms of storage, there's one main compartment, 2 front
soft hydration elastic pockets, and an internal zipped pocket.
With helmet loops, a hiking pole holder, and a key holder you can cart around your accessories with ease with the
Agile 6. This pack is also compatible with a separately
available 1.5L Soft Reservoir and comes with two 500ml Soft
Flasks included for hydration. Carry light layers, your basics
and water with you on a mid-length training session in the
Agile 6 from Salomon. Can carry: essentials, water, an extra
layer of clothing and a light rain jacket3D mesh and ripstop
500mm waterproof nylonPerforated EVA shoulder
strapsHarness wraps the body for even load distribution 2 x
500ml Soft Flasks included 4D pole holder, helmet loops and
key holder 1 main compartment, 2 front soft hydration elastic
pockets and an internal zipped pocket

Snowys Code:

37322

Supplier Code:

LC130550001

To Fit:

One Size Fits All

In Use Dimensions:

42L x 21W x 18H cm

Packed Dimensions:

42L x 21W x 5H cm

Capacity:

7L

Material:

100D Nylon Triple Ripstop | 3D Air
Mesh | 4 Way Stretch | PVC Free

Harness:

3D Comfort

Hydration Compatibility: 2 x 500ml Soft Flasks Included | 1.5 L
Soft Bladder Compatible (not included)
Sternum Strap:

Large Twin Link

Weight:

0.300 Kg | 0.360 Kg with Accessories

Suggested Use:

Trail Running | Running | Hiking

Warranty:

2 Year

Have a question about this product?
1300 914 007

service@snowys.com.au

Snowys Outdoors

Changed your mind?
For all information on how to return an item, visit www.snowys.com.au/returns

Snowys Outdoors

